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Chat from the Chair
with Mark Poulton
Welcome to you all once again. By the time you read this the
summer will be slowly receding behind us along with most of the
planned events for this year. I hope you have all managed to enjoy
your Ghia, whether using it, restoring it or fixing it!
International in Northamptonshire
Wow - did summer arrive with a vengeance - definitely the hottest international event
weather wise I have been to for a long, long while! The combination of blazing skies and a
Karmann Ghia fitted with vinyl seats was also an experience I had forgotten! Cue some
personal discomfort, although this did not detract from a great weekend. (See p19 for full
report and photos). I can also advise that Clive has potential future International events lined
up for at least the next couple of years, but if you have an idea then do get in touch with
him at: events@kgoc-gb.org.
Valuations for Insurance purposes
I think a couple of points of clarification and explanation may help here. Please bear in mind
that if we are asked to provide a valuation for a car that we do not know or have not seen
recently, then one of us will probably need to inspect the car. There are good reasons for
this, which I will not go into here, but it’s to make sure as best we can that any vehicle that
we attach the name of the Club to, is as described. You will also need to provide a minimum
of 6 photos to include front, rear and both sides, plus interior and engine. Any known
history and a documented restoration and any costs will also help, given that a number of
cars are now in the £20K plus bracket, where insurers tend to become rather more
discerning in the level of evidence they require. For really top values the more history and
provenance the better.
If you are looking to sell a car then email or call for a general chat if you need guidance; the
Club Facebook page seems to be a good option to consider in your advertising. Do bear in
mind that recognised traders (in any field) normally expect a premium by comparison to a
private seller and that asking prices are not confirmed sale prices - the Club will continue to
try and maintain an ongoing record of sale prices to help with this process.

The Gumtree Karmann Ghia
Some of you will remember the Gumtree adverts last year featuring a red T14 cabrio.
We have recently been contacted by the winner of this car that was offered as a prize
towards the end of last year. Unfortunately the car was delivered with a number of
problems that had not been properly rectified prior to handover, which was
disappointing to hear, so the owner is considering his options, once the car is running
properly.
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Mailbox
From: Peter Skinner
Sent: 09 July 2017 15:45
Subject: Check this out!!
In truth the competition was a Jeep and Reliant
Robin - but let’s not let the facts ruin a good
story!!

Congratulations to Peter & Lynn!

From: Ash Proctor, Karmann Ghia Owners Club (GB)
July 13 near Barnsley. Was good to get out in the Ghia (right) last night
along with Adam (Berry).
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Mailbox
From: RICK HORVATH
Sent: 10 July 2017 17:02
To: editor@kgoc-gb.org
Subject: Is somebody trying to tell me something?
Well last Thursday Xamina went to a new home with Andy Battison of Reading who
promises to restore her to her former ‘Sport Ghia’ glory. Also last week the latest KK arrived
..... with a ‘Fat-Chick’ Ghia Cab’ on the cover.

Sunday I drove ‘our lass’ to Yarm to see her hospitalised youngest. On the way back we saw
a 70/71 KG Coupe on the outskirts of Yarm. Talk about rubbing salt in the wounds!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Vintage Postcard
Another in our long-running ‘Spot The
Karmann Ghia On An Old Postcard’ series.
This a fairly easy one- others may have
required the use of a magnifying glass to
make out but there’s always a Karmann Ghia
in there somewhere...
We are indebted to member Ralph LloydJones who suggested the series and supplied
many of the ones we have used.
Shown left is of Wien Kerchel.
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Introducing...
Sophie Holmes, the Club’s new Social Media Secretary
Dear All,
I recently took on the role of Social Media Secretary and thought I
would give you all a bit of background on myself (and a laugh).
I have been involved in the Karmann Ghia Owners Club my entire life thanks to my
parents, Andy and Theresa Holmes, who many of you know were founding members of
the club. I think my first car show was when I was about 9 months old! My parents have
always owned KGs and when I was born they had a beautiful Lotus White T14 and a
Roulette green T34. Unfortunately due to a terrible thing called a baby seat, one of
them had to be sold and my mum’s T14 was the first to go. We have kept the T34
(named Razor Eddie) ever since and he’s been everywhere including Germany several
times with me in the back seat. Bizarrely I stopped growing at 5ft3in, the exact height
to fit in the back, so I still happily go to car shows when I can.
I thought I would share some photos with you from when I was younger, I believe most
of these were taken at Stanford Hall. As you can see I love being around Karmanns!
Most of the older members of the club probably have many memories of me running
around cars shows and learning how to polish chrome from a very early age. I hope you
enjoy this little bit of background!

My brief as SMS is to achieve incremental member and non-member engagement with
the club by exploiting all aspects of the social media marketing roadmap and to
develop the underpinning roadmap setting out how each selected social media channel
will be used and maximized so that it creates the desired levels of engagement. Also to
join in, drive and enable relevant conversations on behalf of the club, through the
selected social media channels, positioning the benefits and advantages of the club
and membership of it.
Sophie Holmes
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Feature Car
Tom Pollard

My car is called Ferbie (number plate reads FRB) and I bought it about 3 years ago.
It’s an imported US car made in 1972.
It’s in really good condition - I’ve had the interior reupholstered, added a few personal
touches such as a wood-rim steering wheel etc., and changed the wheels over to SSP
Fuchs. It was already lowered when I bought it, and I really love the look of it! I have
recently fitted twin carburettors to give it some extra oomph, but as it’s running the
original engine it’s still not very quick!
In the last couple of years it’s won a few trophies at a couple of local VW shows. I also
took it across to the Ninove VW show in Belgium in March which was great fun.
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In the photo above you can see Tom’s ’79 Camper.
He currently has a ’72 Beetle undergoing body-off restoration.
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Type 34 Territory
by Mark Poulton
Type 3/34 Ignition Lock assembly - 1961-1967
The attached images have been very kindly provided by Simon Kelley to try and remove
some of the mystery behind these.

It relates to the steering column style that has the
ignition barrel at right angles to the column axis and
remained in production up to the start of the 1968
model year, when a different column, switch and
indicator lever were standardised on both models.
Previously whilst the ignition lock assembly was the
same, the T34 used a unique (quite fragile and
expensive and hard to find) indicator lever and
cancelling ring.
Even in the period 1961-67 as you can see, a number
of different lock manufacturer was used together with
different key styles, some of which may be possible to
repair better than others.
If you are having difficulty turning or removing the
key from the lock, this could be an indication of faults
starting to incur. My very limited observation from
a short period of time with a 1966 T34 is that the
position and angle of the lock, places the operation
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and key removal at a more awkward angle to most
cars, more so if you have lots of keys or items on the
same key ring/chain. It is quite a natural reflex to try to
withdraw the key and pull it towards you, as well as
proximity to the lower dash pad.
My recommendation is to seek advice from someone
like Simon - (see his contact details) - who can give you
the options available, in terms of overhaul/repair (such
as using a K code later lock assembly on DV code units
if I have understood this correctly), as well as a new
repro replacement from ISP which does not have the
steering lock capability. The club also has a limited
supply of these.
NOS ones do turn up, but expect to have to pay more
than £200 for one. Used ones can be a lottery, since
failure is always a possibility caused by wear over time!

With thanks to SIMON KELLEY
NOTCHBACK
30 Buckland Road, Leicester LE5 0NT
Contact UK +44 116 319 0285 UK Mobile +44 774 7724 886
(doesn’t receive calls from witheld or unregistered numbers)
SKYPE simon.kelley3

FACEBOOK simon.kelley.505

EBAY STORE http://stores.ebay.co.uk/notch1500-VW-Parts
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The ‘Doc Brown’ approach to Electric Cars
Peter Skinner plugs into a new generation
Doc Brown (left) in the iconic film ‘Back to the Future’ released in 1985,
famously said “The way I see it, if you’re going to build a time machine into
a car, why not do it with some style?” OK so he was referring to his use of a
de Lorean as his vehicle of choice for the Flux Capacitor – and the rest is
history…
However, news reaches us of two enterprising Electric car builders from California, USA
(where else?) who pursued a similar principle in developing transport reliant solely on
batteries and electric motors for a power source. ‘Oxxboxman’ on www.reddit.com regales
his readers with pics and details of the conversion of his 1969 Karmann Ghia into an allelectric car with the help of his father. They have christened the new vehicle ‘Karmann
Electra’.

Apparently, he bought the car for $3000 with a good body shell but little else to commend
it. “Rats nests in the interior, horrible air suspension incorrectly installed so the steering
didn’t work”. Nonetheless, the father-son duo completed the conversion in about a year.
The KG now has a range of about 50 miles from its 15 kWh battery pack (which takes about
5-6 hours to recharge) and drives a 72 HP motor. Running gear was replaced during the
conversion, including new suspension, brakes and wheel bearings, whilst the interior was
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refurbished with new seats and carpet. Total cost for all the parts was about $1500 –
although Oxxboxman points out that he had “Industry Contacts”. Here are a few photos
from the project:

(Above): Battery charge port behind petrol flap; chargers occupy front boot; engine bay

If you’ve a mind there is a whole lot more information at :-https://www.reddit.com/r/
electricvehicles/comments/534ulx/engineering_student_here_converted_my_1969_vw/

Meanwhile in San Diego ‘Zelectric Inc’ has developed a reputation for “electrifying”
iconic VWs and has produced and offered commercially the ‘ZelectricBug’
and ‘ZelectricBus’.
Clearly someone within ‘Zelectric’ is a VW fan for, at last
year’s LA Auto Show, they exhibited not only a highperformance electric Porsche 911 but also a beautiful
cherry-red electric Karmann Ghia. The modernized 1973
911 Targa is of great technical interest because it uses a
dual-motor setup for a ride becoming of a 911. In fact, they
say that the electric motor set-up offers similar HP output
to the original petrol burner – and original 5-speed manual
transmission has been retained to offer “an authentic feel”.
A range of 150 miles and top speed is estimated at 150 mph
- a pretty good combination of practicality and
performance.
The ZelectricGhia prototype is a 1969 Karmann Ghia Coupe
now fitted with a fully electric powertrain. Zelectric
estimates driving range at 140 miles with a single-motor
setup driving through a custom two-speed (high/low)
transmission. Having previously relied on the stock fourspeed VW transmission in the ‘ZelectricBug’ (Beetle to us)
they decided to experiment with its own two-speed since
the normal four speeds are unnecessary for an electric
motor. (Greater torque and efficiency across the motor’s
output shaft speed). The first gear gets you up to 45 mph or
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so, and then the highway gear takes over up to a top speed around 100 mph. A switchactivated reverse function takes care of reversing by simply spinning the motor in the other
direction. And pricing? The standard ZelectricBug (Beetle) starts at $49,000, whilst the
Karmann Ghia conversion can be yours for $57,000. Feel free check out http://www.
zelectricmotors.com for more fascinating info!

Our thanks to Ben Coxworth Managing Editor, of New Atlas, North America
for permission to reproduce the information from their website:
http://newatlas.com/zelectric-porsche-ghia-battery-electric-conversion/46590/)

Archive Photo: Karmann Ghias - of the petrol-driven variety!
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Karmann-Post Magazine Cover
October - December 1967
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New Member’s Car
Phillip Griffiths
Posted on Facebook 16th July
Drove my new beauty for the first time today (16th July)
Needs plenty of restoration work, not sure where to start.
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Rocking and Rolling Around Northants
Paul and Heidi Smith recount the hottest International yet!
We think there are three essential ingredients for a successful International Weekend:
firstly, a hotel with a big car park where you can meet up and admire the lovely
selection of cars; secondly, attractive driving routes which give us, and bystanders, the
opportunity of seeing a convoy of our beloved Ghias and thirdly, some great scenic
photo opportunities. The 35th International event organised by Peter and Julia and held
on June 16th - 18th ticked all these boxes, and had the massive bonus of superb
weather from start to finish.

We arrived on the Friday evening, and were greeted by a lovely array of Karmanns sparkling
in the sunshine. After checking in to our room (at the Holiday Inn, Corby) we had a walk
around the parked cars which included a great selection of models, years and colours.
Seeing how clean and shiny they all looked, we spent a frantic couple of minutes scraping
the worst of the squashed flies off ours before adjourning to the bar for a couple of drinks.

Saturday morning came with more blue skies
and sunshine. We like sunshine, but twentynine degrees , no aircon and black vinyl seats
turned out to be an unfortunate combo. Our
leaky-window towel selection was repurposed
into makeshift car seat covers – not a good look
but then neither is a Niagara of perspiration!
Our first stop of the morning was the
picturesque Stanwick Lakes Country Park.
By now the temperature was scorching so we
decided to enjoy the scenery with a cold drink
on the cafe terrace rather than exert any effort
walking.
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Next on the agenda was a ‘parade lap’ at Rockingham Raceway, a race circuit
with huge, admittedly empty (their loss!!), grandstands. After signing away all
our rights on the disclaimer form, the convoy made its way onto the track. The
first lap was behind a pace car travelling slowly, but from the second lap, the
speed picked up considerably as the cars hurtled up past fifty mph and considerably quicker
for Buschy in his yellow Cabrio. The speeds involved must have looked more like the
octogenarian 100m at a Saga Sports Day than Usain Bolt to the watching pit crews, but they
definitely seemed to enjoy the spectacle. After several laps, the pace car came back out and
escorted us back to the parking area where, with big smiles in abundance, we collected our
picnic lunches.

The afternoon was ‘free time’ with a number of suggestions for visits. We went to Lyveden,
a National Trust property, and ended up being parked in a row of six Ghias – nice photo
opportunity. The garden house was closed due to a swarm of bees having taken up
temporary residence in the roof, so we found a couple of handily placed deck chairs under
the trees in the shade and sat and admired the view.
Back at the hotel, voting started for the car awards – a pretty impossible task due to the
sheer variety on show. Ruben, at the grand age of eight years old, was invited to be the
judge of best interior, best paint and best custom classes – a stroke of genius which also
saved us from yet more impossible decisions. Well done Ruben, and good choices too.
If there had been an award for the ‘Best Boot’, which there wasn’t, there could only have
been one winner. Despite being on a two week, three thousand mile tour of the UK from
Germany, Buschy and Diana had selflessly converted their front boot into a mobile wine bar
with a fine selection of whites, roses and reds, plus glasses. Completely bonkers, but a
lovely way to spend an hour or so before the meal, relaxing in the late afternoon sun.
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After dinner, the awards were given out followed by more socialising.
Sunday morning: more glorious sunshine. We set off confidently leading the convoy – we
had the route instructions, we had a satnav, what could possibly go wrong....? On the way
to Deene Park, our first stop, we saw some beautiful Northamptonshire countryside but, as
the convoy behind us dwindled, it became clear that it wasn’t actually the beautiful
countryside Peter and Julia had intended us to see!
“I knew you should have turned right!” – “Well you’re reading the instructions!”
On a positive note, the frostiness in the car started to make up for the lack of air
conditioning! We kept going hoping no one had noticed (we were down to just five of us by
now) although I think the penny dropped when we had to do a U-turn after travelling five
miles down a tiny country lane. Eventually we arrived at the intended lovely stately home,
with lake, bridge and Karmann Ghias on the grass, where we enjoyed a walk around the
gardens, and coffee and cake in the tea room.

The last leg of our journey was a trip to Bolnehurst Steam Rally. To avoid the risk of ending
up in Birmingham, and matrimonial disharmony, we hung back and let others take the lead.
The route was beautifully chosen and perfect for Karmanns: long empty sweeping A roads
through pretty villages, keeping the convoy intact for mile after mile. The sight of the long
line of cars snaking through the rolling countryside was a real thrill. Arriving at the steam
show we became a head-turning addition to the displays, in a prime location next to the
entrance. After a picnic lunch and a wander around the many exhibits we set off for home,
missing the lap of the arena, mainly due to the long journey home, but partly to escape the
searing heat.
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From start to finish we had a thoroughly enjoyable weekend, and huge thanks go to Peter
and Julia for organising it and being such warm hosts; their hard work really paid off.
Best memories? The laps around Rockingham Raceway – exhilarating and a really great
experience – and relaxing in the shade behind Buschy’s wine bar with a glass of wine on the
Saturday evening. We’d all decided we really ought to go and get freshened up as we were
running out of time before the meal, but our lack of willpower was cruelly exposed when
the offer of yet another top up led to several hands shooting out with empty glasses!
Thanks again to Peter and Julia for a great weekend.

Trophy Winners 2017
Furthest Driven UK: Graham Filmer
Furthest Driven Overseas: Gotfred Blum
Best interior: Beat Locher
Best paint: Thomas Voss
Best Customised car: Chris Simpkin
Best Type 34: Mark Poulton
Best Type 14 coupé: Thomas Voss
Best Type 14 convertible: Jean Marc
SuperClass: John Figg
Organisers Choice: Jean Marc Lienard

Clockwise: Ruben presents Thomas with
his trophy; Peter Reilly and Mark Poulton
with a delighted Jean Marc (centre);
Beat Locher receives the ‘Best Interior’
trophy; Graham Filmer, the longestdistance UK driver.
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Ghia happiness the second time around
Dave Williams’ tastefully customised 1971 RHD coupé

My first Ghia was a ‘69 LHD. A semi auto Californian import with cracked paint and
some dodgy crash repair work round the nose. I bought it mainly because it was cheap
and I wanted a pre ‘70 model. I had it for a few years and slowly restored it, doing half the
work myself and paying professionals to do the more skilled work. It was stolen from
outside my house in East London and never recovered
Luckily the insurance paid out to the restored value so I was able to invest in the right car
the second time round. I had regretted the choice of LHD and the semi auto box had caused
no end of trouble. So I was looking for something pre 70, right hand drive and in a solid,
ready to use state (both cars were/are my daily driver - though, living in central London
that’s not that often....)
While looking for the right car (everything I looked at was too expensive or not in good
enough condition) I ran into Luke at Terry’s Beetles. He knew of a solid RHD UK car for sale
and had the idea of grafting earlier lights to it. He did the bodywork and paint. Also
de-badging, smoothing and swapping to new de-chromed windows seals. Luckily he talked
me out of removing the door handles which I was originally set on. A decision I know I would
have regretted!
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Since then I’ve slowly tweaked it (though this
time round most of the work is by others as
my job take more time than I’d like). Here’s the
spec:
OUTSIDE: Dropped spindles and adjustable
beam at the front (it was lower, but was
undrivable day to day so these days the beam
sits wound all the way up).
5 x 205 Adaptor plates at the back and new
disks at the front mean I can run Empi 5
replicas. The rear lenses are cast from clear
resin with coloured led bulbs.
INSIDE: New leather interior with speaker in
doors, rear shelf and headliner.
The dash pad has been remade in fibreglass
(leather covered) but the dash itself stripped
of the wood effect trim and painted body
colour.
Blaupunkt Dortmund head unit (not working
there’s an iphone-driven stereo hidden behind
the dash).
Heated rear windscreen.Flat 4 steering
wheel, CSP ball shifter (with modified Flat 4
ball on it).
I’ve got some vintage look inertia belts, some
3-D printed door pins and some triple chromed
versions of the repro swan-neck mirrors in a
box to fit when the winter comes round. One
day there will be an engine rebuild/swap and a
complete re-wiring but for now I’m happy.
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Karmann Transformer Concept
Another ‘might have been’ from Osnabrück

In 1999, Karmann introduced to the world their latest concept car. Here’s the
publicity that accompanied it:
Four-seater concept car Karmann Transformer reveals a new dimension in roof
systems
• Innovative ‘Dual Top’ roof concept offers more space in the interior and trunk
• Rear glass dome gives maximum vision and allows the designers more
freedom in the design of the vehicle
• Vertically adjustable chassis and retractable vertical edgings offer good
protection on a gravel road
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With the ‘Karmann Transformer’ four-seater concept car, Wilhelm Karmann
GmbH is presenting a new approach on the occasion of the corporate centenary
celebrations with the construction of coupé and convertible roof concepts. The
so-called ‘Dual Top’ roof system consists of a flexible textile soft-top portion
and a rear fixed glass dome. The central feature of the concept car which will be
introduced at the coming Frankfurt International Motor Show is the ‘Duel Top’
roof system.

It consists of the front soft-top section and a connected glass roof. Both halves of
the hood retract hydro-electronically in such a compact manner that substantially
more stowage space remains than in vehicles with the traditional ‘Retractable
Hardtop’. In addition there are optical and functional advantages which make the
system especially for the compact and middle class vehicles.
“With the new canopy solution we are combining the best of both worlds”,
Winfried Busmann, head of concept team is convinced. “The Dual Top canopy
offers even more advantages. It opens more free-space to designers regarding
the layout of the rear of the car, improved the often unsatisfactory vision with the
sloping rear for convertibles that have a fabric canopy, offers the rear passengers
an increase in shoulder space and leaves more storage space in the trunk”.
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Developed in eight months at the Karmann’s headquarters in Osnabrück, the
study also demonstrates its transformation capability in another way: Due to the
vertically adjustable chassis, its body can be raised by up to 65 mm if required.
The sporty coupé/convertible can therefore tackle the gravel shoulder beside the
tarmac road without difficulty, particularly as protective aluminium edgings
project from the bumpers and skirting. They protect the under part of the body
shell from stones and ground contact.

With this 410 litres fir into the 4.38 metre long Transformer with a closed canopy
and even 280 litres with the canopy lowered into the trunk (according to VDA
standard) – significantly higher volumes than by models with conventional
retractable hardtop. The Karmann Transformer advances the exterior and interior
styling of the coupe concept car that was shown at the 1999 Frankfurt
International Motor Show by Karmann. Small chassis overhangs, 20 inch rims,
stressed developed wheel-wells and rectangular exhaust pipes however allow the
Transformer to appear more sporty. Karmann’s chief designer Jörg Steuernagel
combined modern elements with classical quotes of the Karmann Ghia Coupé in
the Transformer. To the newly interpreted Karmann Ghia icons count the Z type
rising flanges from front to rear on the swage line (called “Z Flitzer”- sporty little
thing - in Karmann jargon), the forward cold air vents, the concise central outline
(Source: autointell.com)
of the bonnet and the vertical rear-lights.
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CYX visits the Jersey Festival of Motoring 1st-4th June
With Clive and Janet Richardson
We had a neighbour who moved to Jersey. He was a petrol head and told us how
great the Festival of Motoring was, and that we should come and see it. When an
advert from Scenic & Continental popped up in January Janet made a decision we
should take the Karmann Ghia and we quickly booked our place.
We had to be in Poole port by 8.00 am on Thursday, so we
booked an overnight on Wednesday in the town ready for a
quick getaway. Technical issues with the car meant it was only
ready a few days before and we had a trip down the M25/M3
with fingers crossed but our vehicle fears were unfounded and
the car ran perfectly. We joined the queue at the port among a variety of classics and
several vintage cars, which were unloaded from trailers and driven onto the ferry under
their own steam / petrol. The crossing took around 4 hours, including a stop at
Guernsey but the sea was calm and the seats comfy so we caught up on sleep.
Once on Jersey, it was a short drive
to our hotel in St. Hellier where we
could chill out and enjoy a beer in
the garden, along with about 50
other classic car owners and several
hundred other guests. On Thursday
evening the event started and there
was parade along the sea front. On
Friday the main event was a time
trial (drag race) in the evening so we
spent the day driving round the
island. Even at the island speed
limit of 30mph we could have
completed that by lunchtime, but
we padded it out with many
stops to admire the view,
paddling in the sea, have lunch,
tea etc and a visit to the war
tunnels.
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Saturday morning and the sun
continued its fierce attack on our
personages. We drove the car to the
main display area and parked
amongst a varied selection of
classics for the general public to
ogle at. We walked through the
display area to another park, which
had displays of new cars from the
various motor dealers, a large
selection of classic cars for sale,
a French market selling all sorts of
French stuff and the paddock for the hill climb competition. Although we could watch
the start of the hill climb, to see any “action” on the twisty bits would have meant
climbing up the hill, which we didn’t, due to the heat. Instead we explored the old
town, taking refuge in occasional air conditioned shops and cafes.
Sunday we decided to leave the car in the hotel car park and walk to the top of todays
hill climb course (different from Saturday’s) so we could see the cars negotiating the
bends – much fun. After that we took the car on a tour of the island to see some more
of the sights.

Monday we had a bit of time for shopping before the ferry left at lunchtime, arriving
back at Poole late afternoon.
Perhaps again next year ???
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Kevin Hopcroft’s 1971 Karmann Ghia
Convertible restoration blog
Part 2: The Strip Begins (29th March 2017)

Well the stripping has begun on my 1971 VW Karmann Ghia convertible and the more I
uncover the worse it gets, although that is no surprise. On every restoration that I have
done, when I’ve started to pull them apart they have always revealed hidden disasters.
As mentioned in my previous blog, I had decided to do the tow bar first. Well as usual,
that didn’t work out and although the car has now been measured for the tow bar, there is
no further progress in that direction. So I decided to get on with the rest of the project.
The first thing was to try and find out how far the rust has spread under the paint. So I set
about the car with a very heavy duty wire wheel mounted on my angle grinder and
wherever I saw signs of rust I attacked it with the wire wheel. This disclosed holes around
the headlights and around the front air intakes. Obviously both sills have gone and, now
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the bumpers are removed I can see considerable rust
on the rear panel.
Of course the other problem with stripping a car that
is this old, is that many of the screws and bolts you try
to remove simply snap. Even the bigger nuts and bolts
were seized solid. Fortunately some of my special
tools came in handy, particularly my air wrench and
some special sockets I was given for Christmas, that
have a conical cutting inner shape and dig into old
rounded off bolt heads. Many of the tiny pozi headed
self tapping screws, holding in the interior trim just
would not move and I had to resort to cutting a slot in
them with the Dremel and then using a straight cut
screwdriver.

The next stage, after removing the bumpers, was to
take off the bonnet and boot lids and strip all of the
furniture off them. This was quite easy compared to
items that had to withstand the weather on their
fixings. However, removing the battery from the
engine compartment revealed the inside of the near
side wing and this was a surprise. There were three
rows of small holes drilled the length of the inner wing
about 60 holes in all and these all had small amounts
of filler poking through the holes.These holes
combined with the huge amount of filler that I found
on the outside of the rear wing has convinced me that
this car had had a near side accident at some time and
that these holes were used to pull out the wing as best
they could. If you click on this picture of the outer
wing, you can see just how deep the filler is on this
side.
Well, with all of the outer trim, lights, badges etc.
removed, it’s time to look at the interior. So “out with
the seats” - mistake!!!, I’ll explain that in a minute. The
drivers seat slid out easily and, apart from needing a
new foam base, revealed that it had a seat heater
fitted in it (not standard). The passenger seat was not
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so easy and required a friend to pull it whilst I pushed with both feet from the rear, but as
you can see, it did come out eventually. Now the carpets and door sill trims can be
removed and reveal just how bad things are underneath. Well the front of the floor pan is
OK and the off side rear section is too, but the near side rear floor pan is only held
together with the sound deadening material stuck to it.
I now decided that this was a good time to remove the windscreen, but first I felt that it
would be easier if I took the steering wheel and column out first. Not too difficult but
someone has already replaced the ignition switch before and all of the wires have butt
crimp connectors on them and will not withdraw through the hole in the dashboard. So
I’ve had to cut them. That done and with the steering coupling removed, it all came off
quite easily. As did the padded top on the dashboard, which is only held on with plastic
nuts and will have to be replaced.
Now to reveal why taking the seats out was a mistake. It’s time to remove the windscreen!
I know the correct way to do this. You sit on the seat, put your feet on the glass and gently
push it out forwards with someone to catch it on the
other side. But I had already removed the seats!!! So I
decided to try a different approach, as the screen
rubber seemed quite soft and I had no one here to
help me. So I tried gently levering the rubber out from
the front. I should have known better and you know
what’s coming. Yes I broke the windscreen. !!!****
Idiot. The surprising news is that I found you can still
buy one, but I could have done without the expense.
Another look at the floor pan revealed that the heater
channels will also need repairing.
I don’t know if you’ve seen the episode of Wheeler
Dealers on TV, where they renovate a Karmann Ghia?
But if you did, you will recall that Edd had to repair a
large strange hole under the dashboard that he
informed us once held an auxiliary heater for the USA.
Well mine has got the same hole (neatly covered with
masking tape), so this will also need to be repaired.
Now for the doors. Removing the handles and the
door card is easy, just a couple of philips screws on the
handles and then unclip the card and lift and off it
comes. But getting the window glass out is a different
matter.
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To remove the window on a VW beetle, you simply
unbolt everything and draw the glass out through the
bottom of the door aperture inside the car. Not so
with a Karmann Ghia. I downloaded a manual extract
to tell me how to do it. First you have to remove the
chrome and rubber strip on the top edge of the door.
Then, looking down the hole, you can see two rubber
buffers. These also have to be removed. Neither of
these jobs are easy as you are literally working down
the slot. But the next bit is worse. You then remove
the window mechanism (that’s easy) and that leaves
the window with the metal plate fixed to the bottom
of it. The manual then says remove the window
upwards through the slot. This is almost impossible. I
suppose that when the car was new and things hadn’t
rusted then the window and plate might have fit
through the slot. But now, with age, it is a nightmare
trying to lever the rusty metal plate through a slot that has now distorted with age and
now has wavy internal edges. I was certain that I was going to break the windows, but by
some miracle I didn’t. However the thought of getting them back in again, when the
doors have nice new and soft paintwork is somewhat worrying.
My next task will be removing the convertible hood. I’ve already taken the rear window
out, which was just a couple of bolts and so I suppose the next thing to do is unbolt it and
see what happens. I would like to remove it in one piece so that the trimmers can see how
it should be when I take it to them. But I can also see that there are some repairs
necessary on the frame too.
But more of that next time.

You can contact me on hopcroftscoot@gmail.com
Copyright Kevin Hopcroft 29th March 2017
Karmannghiarestoration.blogspot.co.uk

We hope to bring further updates of Kevin’s
resto project in future issues of Karmann Komment
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Ghias In The Movies
T. J. Hooker (TV series 1982-1986)
Creator: Rick Husky; Starring William Shatner, Heather Locklear,
Adrian Zmed and, in a non-speaking role, a 1958 Karmann Ghia
cabriolet.
The weekly adventures of tough-as-nails veteran police officer Sgt. T.J. Hooker, who
rides the beat with his rookie partner Vince Romano.

‘His name is T.J. Hooker. A police sergeant training young cops to be the best on the Force...
out with them on the street. Excitement! Action! Adventure!’

‘If you have to believe in something, you might as well believe in love’
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My 50+3 ½ year dream!
Recounted by Vanessa McGrenery
Well, little did I know, but back in 2013 (volume 29, issue no. 2, Apr-Jun) I was only halfway towards achieving my dream.......
Lost in my dream of taking delivery of my lovely Karmann and driving off into the distance,
I failed to take into account how long deliveries of items from the USA and Germany would
be in arriving – not to mention the exhaustingly long time it takes to source and order them.

Above you see the necessity for new carpets and upholstery. These came from America
where the company had one original set which they used as a template for the shaping,
using my photographs of the originals to match the colours. The roof lining came from
Germany....
You will also notice the absence of a gear lever – I had originally thought I could buy a new
knob for the existing lever but it was not so and eventually led to a completely new t-bar
one and new couplings (if that is the correct term for the linkage in the depths below!).
It took several telephone calls and a journey to Northamptonshire to remedy this lack. Then
there was the small problem of being able to lock the car but not open it again; so new locks
required that would ‘reconcile’ the existing keys and locking system – that was a confusing
time!
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Mostly my garage have done the internet and phone call research, however I have done my
bit too and found several local garages and mechanics who may prove useful in the
future........ my son also tracked down some people in Letchworth who recently adjusted
my gear lever, which had proved rather stiff. They will soon be giving my beloved Karmann
a full service to discover any other quirks - although I love the ‘raughty’ sound of the engine,
I am hoping hooking the back seat up will be all that is needed to reduce the volume and
encourage conversation whilst driving!
Mind you the smell of the engine inside
the car needs adjusting.....
Future research will need to be done to
acquire the inner lining for the glove box,
rear shelf cover and latch for the back seat
– however these are minor matters. I also
need two handles/arm rests for the doors
to make it easier to shut the doors once
inside – as recommended below!
Oh yes, the driver’s sun visor needs repairing so that it doesn’t fall down as you drive..... and
then there is the raggedy window/door aperture trims. Hmm.
So, you see, being the owner of a classic car brings interest and little problems into your life.
For those who are car mad this is not a problem, however for those like myself, having an
appreciation for but not having mechanical knowledge, this makes finding a good, reliable
mechanic essential.....as well as a good son with commonsense to back me up in technical
conversations!

I thought you might like to see the collection of rust she started out as (above) and the little
beauty she became (next page) – along with proud owner and son!
Vanessa is seeking a spare copy of the April-June 2013 issue of Karmann Komment.
Unfortunately, we have no old copies. If anyone is able to offer her their copy, do
please let us know - Ed
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T34 Cruise to Hessich Oldendorff with Andy Holmes
Our Karmann Ghias are not exactly modern but they are good at tackling long trips
when well sorted. Having taken our T34 on about a dozen European adventures
there aren’t many better destinations to drive it to than a European VW show, this
time a trip to the 7th Hessisch Oldendorf (HO) Vintage VW meeting. (Primarily for
pre-67 cars).

Having missed it in 2013 we were keen to attend and arranged to do the drive across
with Mike Dempster and Claire. We headed across on the Thursday via the Chunnel
followed by a drive in 35c heat around the ever traffic-jammed Antwerp ring road; our
destination for the day was Altenberge near Munster to stay overnight with friend
Johannes Krassenbrink, owner of several vintage VWs including an early ‘62 T34.
Mike made a good call for us to stop off after the usual traffic challenge of the Antwerp
ring road and call in at the open house meeting going on at VW specialist BBTs. This is
located in Sint-Job-in-‘t-Goor (thought I was back home up North when I saw the name)
to see Bob’s fantastic outfit and collection of VWs which include many Karmann Ghias,
Schwimmwagens, Kubelwagens, a VW cherrypicker, T2, T3, early beetles and coach
built VWs. This really was an excellent collection inside and there were tons of fantastic
VWs outside as well. Many of these convoyed to HO later or the following day.
After looking around the parts for sale and the car collection we pressed on towards
Altenberge and reached Johannes’s house a little later than planned. We were greeted
by other club members Mark and Trish Poulton and Graham and Anne Filmer; they had
arrived earlier after travelling around Belgium following their previous attendance at
the club international. A great evening followed with Johannes, family, friends and VW
enthusiasts, lots of German beer and great food was polished off and it was made even
better with a viewing of Johannes’s Karmann memorabilia collection.
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Friday morning saw us set off in convoy for HO, we
stopped off a couple of times to add some other vintage
VWs and T34s to the group and drove to on Hamelin
where we were staying for the weekend. After a quick
bite to eat and look at the town, including seeing a guide
dressed up as the Pied Piper, we headed over to HO to
register for the event.
This show happens just once every 4 years and the
whole town is taken over for it with distinct parts and
streets given over to displays of specific types of VW;
T14, T34, split, oval Beetles, Beetle Cabriolets, T2s etc.
The main square is dedicated to the rarer coach built
cars such a Hebmuller, Rometsch, Dannenhaur & Stauss; plus, the church had two very
early 4-wheel drive VW chassis on display inside. Alongside all this the ‘Stiftung
AutoMuseum Volkswagen’ displayed their prototype Beetle\Beetle replicas from
1936\37\38 plus others including a 1945 Beetle which completed a very impressive lineup. Wrap around all this the food stalls, local shops, music performances and crowds of
VW enthusiasts and friends from the UK and all of Europe then it looked like two good
days were to follow.

By the following morning Neil Camp and friend had joined us as part of a line-up of
T34s which was said to total approximately 34 to 36, depending on which source you
spoke to. There was a similarly impressive line-up of T14s including many great lowlights.
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First high point of the day had to be looking around
all the amazing cars and creating a shopping list of
ones to buy, I particularly liked the white 58 low-light
convertible, a real survivor with original weathered
paint and interior. Turned out to be owned by Bob at
BBT. The Hebmullers were amazing as well, no two
the same, some in every day usable condition and
some show condition, I could have brought any one
of them home.
Next high point had to be walking around the spares
stalls and seeing some amazingly rare, and now
pricey, parts. I managed to pick up a few small and
low-cost bits that kept me happy. Mike equipped
himself also with some parts including some tyres for
one of his T3 projects; there is always room in the car
for more parts!
The final high point on Saturday had to be the
RundFahrt, crossing over the River Weser, where
many of the Schwimwagens were taking a dip. Seeing
the Schwimwagens carrying people up and down the
river and entering it with a huge splash before being
driven back up the ramp from the river was a hoot.
Great scenery, a long wait at the ferry crossing to get
across but worth the effort on a first visit to the HO
meeting. We ended the day with a fish meal at a
small café down one of the main streets thinking
about what other great cars we would see in the
morning.
Almost forgot, Saturday morning saw us aiming to get into HO to hand over a clutch
cable to help a French T34 owner whose cable had snapped on him at the round about
as you enter the town. Bizarrely it turned out his cable had snapped at the same spot
at the previously show in 2013; look out for him again in 2021. Sunday saw a change in
the weather, not as good but at least still dry. Like most International meetings the
main event was due to end at Midday, so of course the priority was to go back around
the spares and cars again in the morning. It is amazing how many people you know you
spot in the distance when wandering around these shows but never seem to be able to
catch up with. Then the rain started and with that shelter was sought under one of the
trader’s tents and there we bumped into friends and waited for the rain to pass.
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We returned to T34 alley for a final look at all the
great cars lined up there and a walk around the town.
We finished off having a meal in the town square,
amongst the coach built cars, watching Volkswagen
load all their display cars and take them back to the
Autostadt museum. The 1938 prototype was
unwilling to leave the square and after a few minutes
of churning it over it was pushed un-ceremonially
into its transporter.
That wasn’t the end however; we had booked a trip
to see the vintage car collection of the Grundmann
family, organisers of the HO events. This was just on
the outskirts of the town and we were booked in for
the one of final tours of the day. The collection is
constantly being added to with rare and interesting
cars being bought for display and or restoration on
an ongoing basis. It consists of three parts, VW,
Rometsch and Porsche. Due to tour time constraints,
we only got to see the first two parts.
In the VW section there was a huge range of cars
which included the earliest known Beetle prototype
chassis, military and early production VWs, Karmann
Ghias, including a very nice Amazon Green Low-Light
T14 convertible, similar to John Figg’s, a T34
convertible, many different beetles including
convertibles, taxis, police vehicles and other rarities.
There was also the oldest known surviving
commercial T2, a wooden Eastern European T2 copy
and a collection of T2s bought from Westphalia when
they were going through hard times. They are now
keen to get these vehicles back.
The Rometsch section is housed in its own purposebuilt building and includes original style company
signage on the outside, a recreation of the original
works office and then a stunning display of Rometsch
cars inside. It was interesting to hear more about
this company and the cars they produced. I also
found it interesting to learn that the trademark
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KGOC Events List 2017
Below are a selection of KG, VW and general classic car shows I have been informed
about. If you are thinking of going drop me an email and I will let you know if any
other members have expressed an interest and put you in touch.
OCTOBER 6-7th BRIGHTON BREEZE, predominantly a Type 2 event, but still great fun
for anything VW aircooled. Pre book tickets for the event on www.brightonbreeze.co.uk
NOVEMBER 5th SLOUGH SWAPMEET. Almost an end of year event with loads of
traders and cars. Get there early for the bargains (or to get a parking space).
NOVEMBER 27th KGOC Xmas Meal – Thame. Contact Astrid & Mike Kelly
mike.kelly@k-dpublications.co.uk
JANUARY 1st 2018 NEW YEARS DAY meeting at Brooklands, Weybridge Surrey.
I do get lots of emails about various events around the country from organisers and can
only pass details of the most relevant ones, but if you are looking for anything specific
get in touch and I will try and help you.
Clive events@kgoc-gb.org / 07790 678418

TOWN FARM B&B, THAME
Mike and Astrid Kelly warmly
welcome you to Town Farm B&B,
Thame. We have recently overseen
a complete renovation of this
beautiful home. It is situated within
walking distance of the amenities
of Thame’s pubs, restaurants and
shops and has easy access to rail,
bus and motorway. We offer 2
double/family rooms, both en-suite
with all the equipment to make your
stay comfortable. All room bookings
include Full English and Continental
breakfast.

Bed & Breakfast in the heart of Thame
Town Farm
8 Oxford Road
OX9 2AH

townfarmthame.co.uk
01844 213712 Mob:07721 728072
stay@townfarmthame.co.uk
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Dear Karmann Ghia friends,

Date: Saturday 25th November 2017
Time: 19.00-19.30
It’s that time again! After the mellow fruitfulness bit, it’s down to hard graft – the Thames
Valley and Chilterns Christmas Meal. The essence of the event is all about the alcohol, and of
course the food. So remember it’ll be serious laughter and eating and an occasional sip of
medicinal shandy.
This year we’re at The Peacock
Country Inn in Henton where we have
some rooms reserved at a special rate.
We need to know numbers in order to
reserve places in the restaurant by the
end of October, so please tell us
whether you will be able to come and
we will sort out the menu later.
Mike and Astrid Kelly, Town Farm,
8 Oxford Road, Thame, Oxon OX9
2AH, Tel: 01844 213712.
Asti’s mobile: 07721 728 072 or astridkelly.hamburg@gmail.com
“The Peacock Country Inn is situated in tranquil countryside surroundings, at the foot of Chiltens in
Henton, Chinnor.We offer 24 traditional yet spacious bedrooms. Warm and friendly hospitality along
with excellent customer service. The Peacock Country Inn prepares exceptional food for the guests.
For relaxation and peacefulness, The Peacock Country Inn is your ideal destination”. Tel: 01844-353519
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Club Shop
Range of logo clothing available to
order!
T-Shirts
£18.00 (pictured left)
Polo shirts
£20.00
Hoodies
£30.00
Jumpers
£25.00
Regatta Lightweight Jackets £30.00 (inset)
Hi Vis vests
£10.00
All in high quality fabric with customizable club
logo, you can choose the car colours on the
logo – why not have your model in the colour
of your car. Logo can be front, back or both. Various colours available
for all items. Please contact Peter Reilly at shop@kgoc-gb.org to
order your size / colour combination and get instructions for paying.
PayPal available. Above prices exclude postage.

Car badge – back in stock!
Now available again due to demand: high quality badge
for fitting to bumpers. Polished metal, logo and script
in black and red. Price: £9.50 + £3 p&p (it’s heavy!)

Also see our other ranges of
merchandise available to order
on-line at:
http:/www.kgoc.org.uk/shop/
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Scotland
Stephen Risi
Volksfling is a bi-annual event held in May and August and is one of only two singlemarque events in Scotland. It is held in Biggar in the Scottish Borders, making in equally
available for those from the North of England.
We have been given permission now for a few years to show our cars in the main arena
under the KGOC banner. This year it was attended by several members three of whom
brought their cars. I arrived first and removed the banner from my car; just in time Graham
arrived in his T34 and decided to help put the poles together whilst promising not to catch
my fingers. After 20 minutes we were onto the grub screw which we both agreed had been
machined in the wrong place and it didn’t make sense. David then arrived in his T1 cal-look
and sauntered over shook his head and pointed to where it should go. Now onto the flag,
which the three of us with military attention to detail decided in the absence of cable ties
we better ask David’s wife how to attach this. So after a quick chat we put the flag up,
which we all agreed was a major achievement under the circumstances. For the removal we
decided to continue the military theme and perform the last call.

For the event in May ‘18 we will be taking a pitch for camping and for those arriving on the
Saturday there will be a drive taking in places of interest, but mostly places which sell beer.
We will keep everyone posted.
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Midlands news from Bill Rudman
‘Summer’s almost gone’ and as in June’s magazine, as I write this, the wind is
blowing and the rain is horizontal.
Fortunately, the weather was good for some of
the local Car and Bike Nites in Rugby and my
local Sunday meeting in Southam has been
well attended. Our illustrious editor attended
the last one and handed over the club flag.
Charged with this privilege of ‘keeper of the
flag’ I set out to share the flag with the public
and attended VW Action for the day. I felt
happier about displaying my car after having
some bodywork tidied up a little, in particular
the seven holes a previous owner had drilled in
the door to fit a mirror – madness !! The racing
was a revelation with standard looking Audi A3
pulling 10 sec quarter miles. No Ghias racing
but plenty of fast Beetles and Type3s.
My Ghia ran like there was no stopping it and
this was the case all day until I got home and I
got the dreaded click. I need to check the
starter, starter bush a g/box earth strap then I
am considering fitting a ‘hard start kit ‘using
my KGOC member’s 10% VW Heritage
discount!
If you are in the Rugby area (it’s very central,
literally in the middle of the country) the
monthly meets will start again on the last
Tuesday next April at the Bull Inn, Clifton On
Dunsmore near Rugby. Postcode CV23 OBH.

Drive safely and I wish you reliability!
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South West Area
Simon Mann
16th July
The Wadebridge Wheels show in Cornwall had 5 Karmann Ghias on display.
Shame there was drizzle most of the day.
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Call us for
Karmann ghia parts and accessories both neW
reproduction and used
Performance parts and accessories and turn key MOTORS
Pre 64 beetle parts and accessories
Ghias and early beetles always in stock,from
project cars through to restored
Full restoration work can be undertaken on cars we
provide at additional cost
www.californianclassics.co.uk

67 ghia arriving shortly from California
for sale as a daily driver project
Price on application

sales@californianclassics.co.uk

One of the last ones Comes from desert
area of California so pretty solid.
Again a cheap entry level ghia - £3750

Very dry state 62 - Don’t worry about the
lump at the back That’s its flux capacitor
Great complete project car priced at £6750

61 ghia rolling project car pretty solid
but requiring usual ghia repairs comes
with poor repair sections - £3800

AN example of our work:
chassis restoration on
our clients 67 ghia.

1957 oval Ex renn kafer cup winning car
of Joe Masteas. Has best of everything
Was campaigned in the uk by Brian Burrows
prior to full restoration again
2332 motor with zero miles on iT £24000
Or with lesser motor - POA

Lowlight ghias always
available Please contact
US for further information

a selection of ghia parts
and accessories from our
comprehensive stock
please cONTACT US
for further inf0

sales@californianclassics.c0.UK

SPECIALISING IN KARMANN GHIA PARTS
SINCE 1986

All new UK manufactured
air cooled engines.

Best quality EPDM
window and door rubbers.

Great range of
restoration panels.

Bumpers and body trim
always in stock.

Order by phone:
01273 444 000

Order online:
promo code: 38950

01273 444 000
VWHERITAGE.COM

Free UK delivery on:
web orders over £35

£

5% Discount:
for KGOC members

KGOC (GB)
Member Services
The KGOC(GB) provides the following services for all members:
Joining Pack
• Containing a wealth of information about the club and including a Buyer’s Guide
to all KG Models
Karmann K0mment Magazine
• Published 4 times per year and containing many interesting articles on all
manner of motoring matters, mostly KG related, some of more general interest
• Contributions from members and non-members always welcome
• Contact editor@kgoc-gb.org
Type 14 Spares and Technical Advice
• Advice and help for owners of all Karmann Ghia Models. Stainless bumper sets
• Contact t3parts@kgoc-gb.org
Type 34 Spares and Technical Advice
• Advice and help for the owners of the Type 34 KG
• Some “hard to find” spares are available directly from the club, including
o Repro body repair sections and occasionally stainless bumper sets
o Rubber seals for screen, side windows and lamp assemblies
o Small trim items, including visor clips and front latch protector plates
o A few second-hand items are also available
•
Exact details and costs, given fluctuating exchange rates, change frequently For details and a full listing please contact t3parts@kgoc-gb.org
Please note:
Club Spares are available to members only due to UK trading/tax purposes
Valuation Service
• The club can provide a valuation of your car for insurance or other purposes.
• You will need to complete a pro forma and we may need to inspect your car
• Contact chairman@kgoc-gb.org
DVLA Authorised Owners Club
• The club is recognised by the DVLA as the Vehicle Owner’s Club for all KG models and
can assist you to complete documentation required for first registration V55
• The club can assist in obtaining the original or age – related registration number V765
• Please contact t3parts@kgoc-gb.org
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All I want for Christmas is…

December

Season’s Greetings to all our readers

Vintage photo courtesy of Fernando Mardones

